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Keio Plaza Hotel News Release 

84 Rooms on Upper Floors Undergo Comprehensive Renovations 

Introducing Enhanced Connecting Rooms for Families and Leisure-Travel Groups 

Grand Unveiling on February 1, 2024 
  

TOKYO - Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo (KPH), one of Japan’s most prestigious international hotels, 

located in Shinjuku, Tokyo, embarked on a renovation project for 84 rooms spanning the 32nd to 

34th floors of our Main Tower in August 2023. In light of the increasing demand from leisure 

travelers and families, we are adding 40 new connecting rooms, with a strong emphasis on 

enhancing convenience to better cater to our guests' needs. 

※ Photograph is for illustrative purposes only. 

These rooms are being redesigned to create a bright and open atmosphere, appreciated by guests 

from both Japan and overseas; and to cater to various guest preferences, including families and 

groups seeking quality time together, couples desiring a relaxed evening with a scenic night view, 

and individuals in need of a tranquil escape from the pressures of work. 

 

The renovated rooms take full advantage of the high-rise views and expansive windows, offering a 

sense of spaciousness and luxury. We are introducing newly designed connecting rooms and flexible 

arrangements of twin rooms (with two beds) or double rooms (with one larger bed) to accommodate 

the diverse needs of our guests. These connecting rooms can be used individually and come 

equipped with functional features, including separate bathrooms and toilets, which are preferred by 

domestic visitors. 

 

At Keio Plaza Hotel, we approach renovations from a long-term perspective. In March 2024, we'll 

unveil 'SKY PLAZA IBASHO' on the 47th floor, providing a space for guests to relax during their 

stay. We are committed to continuing to meet the diverse needs of our guests in the future. 

 

・Reservation Start Time:   Wednesday, November 1, 2023 at 2:00 p.m. 

・Accommodation Start Date:  Thursday, February 1, 2024 

 

Room Type Area in sqm Occupancy 

Deluxe Select 35.5sqm 1-4guests（3 or more guests use 2 rooms.） 

Superior 33.7sqm 1-3 guests 

Standard Plus 23.5sqm 1-2 guests 

Luxury Family Room 46.3sqm 1-5 guests 

 

URL : https://www.keioplaza.com/rooms/deluxe-select.html 

For inquires and reservations: Room Reservations +81-3-5322-8000  

  
Contacts: Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo, Public Relations Manager 

Yoko Sugiura,   y-sugiura@keioplaza.co.jp       

Naomi Ando,    n-ando@keioplaza.co.jp  
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